In the monoclinic structure, the uranium atoms are at the centrosymmetric Ac sites being coordinated by eight oxygen atoms. The two Ο atoms of the linear uranyl group are nearly perpendicularly orientated to the plane of the remaining Ο atoms forming a hexagonal bipyramid around the uranium atom. Altogether the hexagon is composed of four oxygen atoms of the two equivalent bidentate nitrate groups and two oxygen atoms of the equivalent dimethyl sulfoxide molecules. The bond lengths and angles in the dimethyl sulfoxide group are in good agreement with average values for Ο bonded uranium and other metal sulfoxides 
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Source of material
Single crystals were prepared by solving a stoichiometric mixture of uranyl nitrate hexahydrate and dimethyl sulfoxide in diethyl ether. Within one day the compound crystallizes. The crystals are filtered off and dried at air.
Experimental details
Because of the presence of uranium presence of uranium atoms satisfactory refinement of th ehydrigen positions was not possible. 
